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All Tribes in Recovery Gathering
Open Letter from Bobby
Wallace for a better tomorrow
Haawka people from the Southwest!!!
On July 7th, at 10am the All Tribes in
Recovery Gathering took place at the
Sycuan Band of the Kumeyaay
Nation.The ATIR Committee and all the
vast diverse of people who attended this
remarkable event, want to thank
Chairman Cody Martinez and the
Sycuan Council for their diligent work
for the healing and sustainability for the
people of the future! Southern California
Tribal leaders are on the forefront for
wellness and sobriety,traditional values
and language being revitalized and incorporated for the people, and thinking our
future in a monumental way!!With an
estimated 1200+ people throughout the
day, this event is probably the biggest
one day event for recovery in the
Continental US. With a partnership with

Bobby Wallace ATIR-President with Emily Sierra miss Sycuan, Jenna Donayre Miss Barona et al.
Southern California paves the way for wellness and recovery with ATIR 2018

Southern Indian Health Council (SIHC),
Southern California Tribal Chairman’s
Association (SCTCA) and from MANY

MANY TRIBES in the Southwest, we
were able to have a successful event with
this incredible amount of people.

JULY 2018

People traveling from Ft.Mohave,
CRIT, Quechan, Cocopah, New Mexico,
Utah, and many more places, the word is
spreading that this ATIR is on the cutting
edge for recovery.
The day was electric,with rain,lightning, beautiful Traditional Song, great
speakers, great food, awesome vendors
and was enhanced with a raffle,free
shirts-food and a gift bag.
As we know, recovery is a hard thing
to handle alone, and the ATIR gives
many people the chance to connect with
others that feel the same way. THIS CAN
ONLY HAPPEN TOGETHER, giving an
opportunity for those in need. One hour,
one day,one week, one month and one
year can be a hard journey for most, but
with the knowledge from the elders and
the one’s with many years clean time,you
are not alone!We have seen miracles in
this past 8 years of the ATIR, and we
know there will be many more miracles
to come!!. The ripple effect with a multiplier of 5, is a reasonable assumption. I
tell 5, you tell 5 and so on is huge numbers at the end of the day.

Preston Chipps Shares
His Views on Unions
Diego power structure that illustrates
how San Diego became *somewhat*
hostile to unions.
But let’s start from the basics. The
Preamble of the Constitution of the
United States of America states that “We
the People of the United States ..., “ “ ...
promote the general Welfare ...” which
to me means we all take care of each
other. That’s union. Then there’s the
Declaration of Independence, “We hold
these truths to be self-evident, that all
men are created equal, that they are
endowed by their Creator with certain
unalienable Rights, that among these are
Life, Liberty and the pursuit of

In this issue...

I would like to share some personal
impressions regarding labor and unions
in San Diego. I am a retired career
counselor, so I am neither an historian
nor a labor expert. But I was a chief
steward for Academic Professionals of
California at San Diego State University,
and am currently a member of Industrial
Workers of the World (IWW). And I
know something about the world of
work. I am a Wobblie.
Two San Diego-based resources have
informed me about San Diego’s labor
history. The San Diego Reader ran a
series of articles in 2012, covering the
free speech fight in San Diego, from
1910 to 1912. The second is a book,
Under the Perfect Sun. The San Diego
Reader (8 articles, from June 13 through
July 11, 2012) described the participation of IWW in the San Diego free
speech fight, which led me to join IWW
in 2012. Under the Perfect Sun (Mike
Davis, Kelly Mahew and Jim Miller,
2003) covers the history of the San
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Happiness.”
So we enjoy some civil
rights, including the pursuit
of Happiness, being citizens
of the United States of
America. On the other hand,
human rights apply to every
human being on the planet,
without regard to the country
or state in which we live.
Human rights are covered by
the Universal Declaration of
Human Rights, a United
Nations document, among
the signatorys is the United
States of America. Although
never ratified as a treaty, the
Universal Declaration of
Human Rights is being
applied as international law
Johnny Hood and Preston Chipps caucus
during Imperial Beach Pow Wow
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An Open Letter to La Raza

Warning! Is Fascism Coming to the U.S.?
Chicano Perspective Opinion
Commentary
by Herman Baca, President CCR

“First they came for the Socialists, and
I did not speak out, because I was not a
Socialist. Then they came for the Trade
Unionists, and I did not speak out,
because I was not a Trade Unionist.
Then they came for the Jews, and I did
not speak out, because I was not a Jew.
Then they came for me, and there was
no one left to speak for me.”Anti-Nazi
Pastor Martin Niemöller (1940’s)
“Power concedes nothing without
demands, it never did and it never will.
Find out just what any people will submit to and you have found out the exact
amount of injustice and wrong which
will be imposed upon them; and these
will continue till they have resisted with
either words or blows or with both. The
limits of tyrants are prescribed by the
endurance of those whom they suppress.” Fredrick Douglas, Ex-Slave
(1840’s)
“It is better to die on your feet, than to
live on your knees.”
– Emiliano Zapata/Mexican
Revolutionary (1910)

WARNING – Read the history above,
if you care about your love ones, rights,
dignity, self-respect, people & especially
your children’s future, then you should
understand what Fascism is; a system of
government marked by centralization of
authority under a dictator, violent suppression of the opposition, and typically
a policy of belligerent nationalism &
racism.
Since the election of President Donald
Trump in 2016, fascism has rapidly
become (if it hasn’t already) the dominant political philosophy & ideology in
the U.S. After 1½ years of fascist Trump
one would have to be deaf, mute, blind,
brainwashed or colonized not to understand that “war,” has been declared
against every woman, man & especially
children of Chicano/Mexicano/Latino
ancestry in the U.S. If you don’t believe
that Trump’s “war” is fascist, I challenge
you or anyone to view the attached NBC
news video. That documents an incident
(5-08-18) in my home town of National
City, CA, (70% Mexican population) &
after refute that what you seen isn’t fascist?
To view visit:
https://www.nbclosangeles.com/multimedia/ICERaid2_San-Diego482211631.html

MEETS THE THIRD SUNDAY

Native American Presence in Our Community and
in the Three Rivers African American Community
Our organization, Three Rivers
Coalition lends it’s name from the voting
district in southeastern Chatham County,
North Carolina. Three Rivers consist of
eight communities (Moncure, Haywood,
Merry Oaks, Gum Springs, Brickhaven,
Buckhorn, Corinth, Ward Memorial)
located along the Cape Fear, Haw and
Deep Rivers in southeastern sector of
Chatham and Lee County, North
Carolina. Our goal is to serve these residents through diverse programs including
cultural arts, education, and health awareness. These programs encompass all ethnicities, ages and racial barriers
One particular community hold a gem
of historical value and presence. The
community of Haywood is the second
oldest town in Chatham County and too
much surprise, was considered as a
potential location for the State Capitol
and what is globally known as the
University of North Carolina at Chapel
Hill. In the late 1700s, many navigation
companies formed to promote transportation between port towns and North
Carolina’s inner regions. Therefore,
although Haywood failed to become the
state’s political center, the town was initially sustained by navigation companies
and the Chatham Railroad which was
constructed in the late nineteenth century.
It is the home of Simon Atkins Green,
founder of Winston Salem State
University, a Historical Black College and
University in the Piedmont region of
North Carolina.
Bi-annually, we host the Three Rivers
Legends Ball which recognizes and honors those 70 and older who live or have
lived in these communities. This gala
affair includes an induction ceremony for
those who reach the milestone of 70
within the two years. The event is culminated with a Hall of Fame ceremony for
those who turn 90 years of age within the

Preston Chipps
Continued from page 1

when possible, and may prevail over our
federal laws when appropriate.
The Universal Declaration of Human
Rights states, Article 23 (4) “Everyone
has the right to form and to join trade
unions for the protection of his inter-

two years to take their seats amongst our
living Hall of Famers 90-104 years of age.
Yes, the 104 year old attends has attended
every event. Inserted within the program
is unknown facts and history of our
beloved communities and this year we
want to include a documentary of sort the
Native American presence both in the
community and within our African
American residents.
We have sought resources and referrals
from the 8 recognized tribes in North
Carolina, suggested Archeological departments within universities, the North
Carolina Archives of History, historians,
books, you name it. As you know and
as you and I have discussed, very little
has surfaced but our quest continues. We
embrace and extend an invitation to anyone or organization that may be able to
provide some light of information. Our
goal is not only to provide solid information but to create an insatiable curiosity
amongst our younger generation and
families to seek out their Native American
heritage if any. Per our discussion, many
African Americans believe the notion that
they have some Cherokee connection;
however, the local government refused to
recognize the various tribes in North
Carolina and grouped all Native
Americans as “Cherokee”. This referral
has taken the effect within the African
American culture and many tend to associate themselves with one group. In addition, the Tuscarora War separated many
Native Americans and written account
has been presented from one perspective.
We gladly welcome any information
and resources(grant or other) to further
our claim and presentation.
Thank you for extending some aid to
our search and quest as we know it will
continue beyond our event in October,
2018.
All the best, Quentin Murray
ests.” They meant all humans’ interests.
So we have United States constitutional rights to pursue happiness, and
world-wide human rights to join unions
to pursue happiness. What could go
wrong?
Next month, I will try to tie civil and
human rights into labor and union rights
and what went wrong in San Diego.

A FACE OF CHANGE
or AFOC is the next
generation nonprofit
501(c)(3).
Visit our Website: www.IndianVoices.net
for more news and updates

What does that mean? It means it does not have one specific focus.
Its operations are to create more awareness and mindfulness about and collaborate
with those individuals, groups of people or nonprofits that already exist. And in doing
so help them by bringing innovative new ideas through collaborative efforts.
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Robots in Las Vegas
by Allan Golombek

It was bound to happen. Attempts to
slow down the pace of automation are
making their way to the top of the union
agenda. The first major battle is taking
place in Las Vegas. But in this case, what
happens in Vegas isn’t likely to stay in
Vegas.
The city that never sleeps has been
the site of a battle waged by the Culinary
Workers and the Bartenders unions to
prevent or slow the introduction of new
technologies at Vegas hotels. The union
threatened to strike largely based on
these issues, before reaching settlements
with Caesar’s and MGM Resorts. (Details
of the agreements have yet to be
released.)
The city isn’t the first place where the
backlash against technological progress
has reared its head. A growing realization that jobs aren’t going to Mexico or
China so much as to robots and other
technologies has spawned a new ludditism, aimed at clinging to jobs by stopping or at least slowing the advance of
technology. The same job-protection
impulse that drives opposition to free
trade is now being directed at new technologies. In New York, for example, cabbies are demanding a ban on self-driving
cars. In most cities, the companies are
trying to block ride-sharing services.
But it isn’t surprising that the first
major union battle over the introduction
of artificial intelligence is taking place in
the gambling mecca. A majority of
Nevada’s workers are employed in legacy
service sector jobs especially susceptible
to automation. Redlands University
economist Johannes Moenius calls Las
Vegas “the epicenter of a potential wave
of automation.” He estimates that about
65 percent of the current jobs in the city
may be automated within the next 20
years – including over 70 percent of
hotel jobs.
One can already find many examples
of leading-edge automation at Vegas
hotels. Not only are many rolling out
self-check-in kiosks, and voice recognition technology for guests ordering room
service, but the Renaissance Hotel has
robot butlers that deliver towels and toiletries to guests. A bar has replaced its
bartender with two large cocktail-mixing

robot arms. Not surprisingly, the name
of the drinking spot is “The Tipsy
Robot.”
But the unions are trying to move
back the clock. “We support innovations
that improve jobs, but we oppose
automation when it only destroys jobs,”
says union secretary-treasurer Geoconda
Arguello-Kline. But if new technologies
that shed jobs had been blocked in the
past, we would not have automobiles
(which eliminated jobs for carriage makers and blacksmiths), air travel (replacing trains), or even the telephone (which
replaced telegrams.)
Arguello-Kline also argues that the
hotel industry “must innovate without
losing the common touch.” But most
travellers, especially early adapters, business travelers and Millennials, want new
AI services, such as web-based travel
services, and use of smart phones to
book rooms, change reservations, order
room service and pay bills. It seems that
rather than a common touch, travelers
increasingly want heretofore uncommon
services.
It comes down to a straightforward
question: Whom are hotels built to
serve? One can only feel empathy for
workers who face the risk of job loss to
technology, but the answer is that hotels
are meant to serve their guests. If the
best, most efficient, and most desired
way to serve guests is through the
increased adoption of AI, that is exactly
what will happen. The customer truly is
always right, because customers are the
ones that hotels – and all businesses –
are built for.
This is certainly not the first time the
needs of consumers have come up
against workers’ desire for job security.
The inauguration of direct long-distance
dialing over 65 years ago prompted
unions to argue that AT&T had created
what they called technological unemployment on a mass scale. The introduction of direct dial did indeed lead to jobs
being shed. In the late 1940s, more than
350,000 operators worked for AT&T.
But it also created convenience and efficiency for telephone users. The result
wasn’t fewer jobs but more, as a more
efficient economy generated more
wealth.
SEE Robots in Las Vegas, page 13

ALAN LECHUSZA AQUALLO
Shirley Murphy, President
Taspan Consulting
5457 Sycuan Rd.
El Cajon,CA
619-994-5796
www.taspan.org

Black Phone Records
Native Scholar Performer
Composer Phd
(Luiseno/Maidu)
Advocate for Native Youth
and Scholarships
alan@blackphonerecords.com

The California Legislative Black Caucus
Unveils 2018 Priority Legislation
by Dr. Willie P. Blair,
BAPAC State
President and
Chairman of the
Board

“The needs,
desires and priorities of Black
Californians are
reflected in the
legislation the Caucus is leading this
year,” said CLBC Chair, Chris Holden
(AD 41) “The CLBC is proclaiming victories in education, economic advancement and overall quality of life. I am
committed to the Caucus’ objectives of
social, economic, and educational justice.”
“Our legislative priorities reinforce
our belief that helping Blacks in
California will undoubtedly end up
helping all Californians, added
Assemblywoman Dr. Shirley Weber (AD
79), First Vice Chair of the Caucus, the
“CLBC is committed to shaping our
state’s public policy agenda for the betterment of everyone in our communities
across the state.
“I am currently working on legislation
to reverse the damaging effects of some
of the state’s outdated, overly punitive,
and ineffective sentencing laws, which
have disproportionately impacted generations of African Americans, said CLBC
Second Vice Chair, State Senator Steven
Bradford (SD 35). Simarily, it is a priority of mine to ensure that those returning
to our community are not set up for failure and have a pathway to become contributing members of society “continued
Bradford. “As Californians have overwhelmingly voted to legalize the recreational use of cannabis, it is important to
me that this burgeoning industry reflects
the diversity of California, and in particular, includes those who have fallen victims to our nation’s failed war on drugs.
I look forward to announcing legislation
related to equity in the cannabis industry.”
Budget Priorities
AB - 2635 Weber - Education finance:
Local Control Funding Formula: lowest
performing pupil subgroup or groups.

Elke W. Chenevey
Vice President
Financial Advisor

619/699-3707 (office)
619/758-3619 (fax)
NMLS #637220

California African American Museum
- $6,775,000 - 6.45 Million (One Time)
$$325,000 (Ongoing)
Legislative Priorities
AB 2918 Holden: Vehicle Driver’s
Handbook
SB- 982 Mitchell - CalWorks Grants
AB 2635 Weber - Local Control
Funding Formula
Endorsed Bills
AB - 2289 - Weber: Pupil Rights :
Pregnant and Parenting Pupil
AB - 2250 - Weber - Dignity Act
AB - 1940 - McCarty: Parole and
Reintergration Credits
AB - 1488 - Thurmond: County
Juvenile Detention Centers
AB - 1916 - Cooper: Civil Service
Personnel Classification
Plan: Salary Equalization
AB - 3046 - Gipson: Foster Care:
rights
AB - 3115. - Gipson - Prisoners :
Civic Education
AB - 1892. - Jones-Sawyer: CalFresh
AB. - 3039 - Holden: Occupational
Licensing for the previously Incarcerated
AB. - 2747 - Holden: College Athlete
Protection
AB - 2444 - Burke: Pupil Health:
Eye and Vision Health
AOR - Jones Sawyer: Intergenerational
Trauma: Epigenetics
SB - 439 Mitchell : Jurisdiction of
Juvenile Court
“Change does not roll on the wheels of
inevitability, but comes through continuous
struggle!” – The Rev. Dr. Martin Luther
King, Jr.

AIWA- AMERICAN
INDIAN
WARRIORS
ASSOCIATION
All Military
Veterans Welcome.
William Buchanan, President
Call: 1-858-243-8715 cell

AALEMAN & ASSOCIATES
Henry Mendibles Associate

220 Sage Road
El Cajon, CA 92012
Email treefuzz@cox.net
619-593-1754
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The Root Digger Corner

Julian’s StarSpangled Banner
by Yvette Porter-Moore

The Fourth of July
was celebrated in
Julian, CA as their
parade moved in formation down Main
Street. For the past
twenty-five years, the
city of Julian has held their parade on this
remarkable day in which
we honor our Nation’s
birthday. This year’s theme
was “Julian’s Star-Spangled
4th.”
People from all over
San Diego County traveled
up to Julian to experience
the celebration. People
lined the streets with their
chairs to observe the
parade. The chairs, the
people and the town were
decorated in red, white &
blue. Flags waved through
the air, and on cars as they
rode through the parade.
The Grand Marshal this
year was one of the founders of the Julian
4th of July Parade, Jim Mazzone. The
line-up included Re-Enactors, the
Equestrian, Bands, belly dancers, Floats
from various organizations and from the
San Diego Base, Submarine Veterans Inc.,
Wildlife Research Institute, Vintage

Vehicles and various groups riding, and
groups walking such as the US Marine
Color Guard Camp Pendleton, State
Senator Joel Anderson-Dist. 38, Mountain
Tribal Gypsy, Julian Historical Society.
One of the highlights of the parade
was to see the Black Pioneer Historical
Committee walking and waving in their
re-enactment outfits portraying Black
Pioneers, Albert & Margaret Robinson
founders of the Robinson Hotel now
known as the Julian Hotel, Susan TullMargaret’s mother of Margaret who alongside her husband gave the couple money
to build the hotel on the property in
Julian, Fred Coleman, who
discovered gold in Julian
and his wife Maria, America
Newton, who washed and
fed the gold miners in
Julian. Dr. Chuck Ambers,
the owner of the African
Museum in Old Town San
Diego participated in the
parade in the last 18 years,
and was dressed as Nate
Harrison, our beloved Black
Pioneer of Palomar
Mountain. Nate homesteaded the base of the mountain,
and he was the first-person
travelers would meet while
making their way up the
hill. He was hospitable to all he met and
would water the horses and later the cars
that needed it on their way to the top.
This was a wonderful day to celebrate,
learn some history, eat some apple pie,
and enjoy all the colors of the flag and
honor those who fought for freedom.

Attention Seniors - Housing Opportunity
Low income senior apartment complex in National City, CA is taking applications for the waiting list for one bedroom apartments. To qualify, applicant must
be 62 years of age or older (in the case of couples, at least one must be 62).

5PSFDFJWFBOBQQMJDBUJPO QMFBTFWJTJUPSDPOUBDU
Morgan Tower
i%w"WFOVF /BUJPOBM$JUZ $"

Placement on the waiting list will be based on the date and time
the fully completed application is received.
EQUAL HOUSING OPPORTUNITY

Yvette Porter Moore is a professional genealogist
and San Diego Community Historian. She has
been conducting genealogy research since 2000.

yportermoore@gmail.com
www.theancestorshavespoken.blogspot.com

Gathering

ter who they are. WE are all same and
bleed red.
Thank you Raymond and Lorie
Sandoval, Abel and Ana Jacome, Vice
Chairman of Sycuan Mr. Henry Murphy
for the wonderful donations, Mr. Jaime
LaBrake for his words and donations,
and the whole crew that made this a
success.
We are here for a very short time here
on Mother Earth, and its our obligation
to do the best we can for a better future.
If you are interested in being a part of
the planning committee, want to donate
or give a contribution,or just want to
help next year, please contact us at;
alltribesinrecovery@yahoo.com
This is for everyone with a passion for
a better tomorrow.
Sincerely, Bobby Wallace
ATIR-President 2018

Continued from page 1

With the data collected from the
Longest Walk 5, and the proof that
events like the ATIR sponsored by this
whole region, the presentation to
Congress in 2020 is a no brainer. There
needs to be more money disbursed to
Tribal Nations,Indian Health,and all
throughout the country for programs
like this to occur.Along with more detox
centers, rehabilitation centers and more.
Thank you Southern Indian Health
Council, all the Chairman and
Chairwomen of this region,and the people who want a better future.
We are currently in a monster drug
storm throughout this country. We know
we cant stop the drug flow, but we can
help the ones who want to quit, no mat-

FOOT REFLEXOLOGY
DETOXING
Rowena Elliot, MSW
1sparklinglight@gmail.com

(619) 820-7915

MASPAZ AQUAPONICS
Aquaponics and Natural Gardening Solutions

4HIS WEB SITE IS DEDICATED TO THE PROMOTION AND PRESERVATION
OF THE +UMEYAAY CULTURE +UMEYAAYCOM TELLS THE STORY FROM
THE +UMEYAAY PERSPECTIVE AND IS THE PREMIERE SOURCE FOR
+UMEYAAY )NDIAN INFORMATION
6ISIT US AT KUMEYAAYCOM
%MAIL LARRY KUMEYAAYCOM

Design, installation and
maintenance for gardens and
aquaponic systems

Alastair Running Bear
(760)421-4887
www.maspazaquaponics.com
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Review of AWAKE:
A Dream from
Standing Rock
by Dr. Dawn Karima

Native American History. Native
American Heritage Month. Native
American Day. Celebrations of Native
American history tend to tout long-ago
events and long-gone individuals. Yet,
recent history reflects the collision of
Indigenous people and the environment
against corporate avarice and expense
accounts. AWAKE: A DREAM FROM
STANDING ROCK demonstrates the
might of modernity as this film is currently streaming on sources such as
Netflix.
A chronicle of the chaotic resistance
of a toxic pipeline across the Standing
Rock Sioux reservation, AWAKE features
documentary footage, poignant interviews and powerful images. Now that
the film is streaming online, more people worldwide are able to access this
account of new Native history. As
preparations for construction on the
Dakota Access Pipeline began, Natives
from numerous nations and other
groups of Indigenous people, Veterans,
and Activists converged at Standing
Rock. Their goal? To protect the
Missouri River, the primary source of
drinking water for the beleaguered reservation.
“Water Protectors” established camps
and began peaceful, prayerful protests.

Videos of paramilitary corporate security,
law enforcement and locals attacking
and harming Indigenous people quickly
went viral. All over the world, the
events featured in AWAKE raised awareness of the need to preserve water and
evoked sympathy for those trying to
safeguard it.
AWAKE offers insights into the events
that unfolded in North Dakota. Shailene
Woodard serves as executive producer
for the film, which is directed by Digital
Smoke Signals executive Myron Dewey,
along with Josh Fox and James Spione.
Each director provides a unique perspective on the subdivided film. An

Free RedFawn
Red Fawn was sentenced to 57
months in a medium security facility
with 18 months credit time served. She
will most likely be moved to a prison in
Arizona.
Red Fawn is a political prisoner. She
stood up for justice, against environmental genocide, encroachment of our
land and water.
We all can act on her behalf by taking
part in Frontline, rallies, marches and
divestment campaign.
Red Fawn came to Standing Rock to
protect water from Dakota Access
Pipeline, that Energy Transfer Partners
LLC forced violently. We can all continue the fight for Red Fawn through
Divesting from banks and credit lines
that support ETP.
Thank you all that have had fundraisers, spread awareness, sent her money
on her PayPal, and bought tshirts. We
will still be raising money for her books
when we figure out where she is placed.
IN HER HONOR WE STAND
For advertising
opportunities contact:

BLACKROSE
COMMUNICATIONS
Email: rdavis4973@aol.com
Website: www.IndianVoices.net

(619) 534-2435
(619) 234-4753

added benefit is narrator, Floris White
Bull, who co wrote the film, which proffers a prophecy of a black snake wreaking havoc on the land and water.
Indigenous images and ideas provide
the power of this film. Rather than the
bias of many media outlets, AWAKE
excels at allowing Indigenous people to
speak their truth. Disturbing images of
police brutality, injury to tribal people
and cruelty to Water Protectors may jar
viewers, yet demonstrate how important
water must be to elicit such sacrifice
from tribal members.
AWAKE is an excellent addition to the
canon of Native history. Whlle the film

received press during its initial release,
now that this film is available online
through streaming platforms, it is wellworth viewing and reviewing as part of
the historical record. As the environment
becomes more and more threatened, the
lessons from the Water Protector loom
large ... and increasingly relevant.
Awake: A Dream from Standing Rock
2017
Distributed by Bullfrog Films, PO Box 149, Oley, PA
19547; 800-543-FROG (3764)
Produced by Kyle Cadotte, Josh Fox, Doug Good
Feather, Teena Pugliese, Deia Schlosberg
Directed by Myron Dewey, Josh Fox, James Spione
DVD, color, 89 min.
Streaming online on several outlets including
Netflix
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Sycuan Last Beam Topping Off Celebration

Sycuan Tribal Member gather for their Topping Off Celebration by signing the last
beam to their new hotel addition

The red carpet was
rolled out at the Last
Beam Topping Off
Celebration

The Spinners put on a fantastic concert at Sycuan Live
& Up Close

Beam signing at Sycuan Topping
Off Celebration

Some of the
company reps
and Sycuan
Members at the
Topping Off
Celebration

Opinion Commentary

Some of the talented
worker helping to
build the beautiful
new hotel at Sycuan

For years, queer women in the
Chicano community have led movements in the shadows. When I decided
to run for public office, I wanted to
make sure I was open about my queer
identity. I decided to run for San Diego
City Council because I knew I had the
opportunity to bring my unique permeant in the larger framework of my
spective as a queer Chicana of color to
life. Having to knit my fights for racial,
City Hall.
economic, environmental and social jusMy experiences growtice, with my sexuality
ing
up using public tranand politics was a
sit,
seeing
my parents
huge challenge. At
working
multiple
jobs to
times I felt I had to
support
a
family
and
either be queer or an
knowing the importance
activist, but not both
of having access to affordat once. I felt presable housing, drive my
sured to choose
policy-making today. As I
between being a queer
work with my colleagues
Latinx or a Chicana
and lead the efforts to
activist, especially in a
tackle the affordable houspatriarchal society.
ing crisis, I also reflect on
As my activism
the past struggles for
grew stronger, I also
women in the Latinx comgrew to identify as an
munity.
unapologetically queer
The lived experiences
Chicana. I joined the
of both my LGBTQ and
local Danza group, I
Latinx communities as
organized in my comwell as the strength and
munity, and eventualperseverance of their colly ended up working
lective journey are what
as an advocate for
gave me courage to enter
social, transportation
the political arena. The
and environmental
City Coucilwoman Georgette
amazing women before
justice. I did all that
Gomez 9th District.
me,
such as LGBTQ trailopenly as my queer
blazer
Christine Kehoe
self.

How Queer and Chicana Identities
Led to Seat on City Council
San Diego City Councilwoman
Georgette G
SAN DIEGO, CA. - As a queer Latinx
person in the predominately immigrant
and historically marginalized neighborhood of Barrio Logan, I realized early on
the importance of being involved in my
community. When I was bused out to
attend junior high school in San Carlos,
I realized that my community was different from other communities. I realized
that it was built differently, that my grocery store was a liquor store, my park
was surrounded by freeways, and the air
I breathed in Barrio Logan — with a
slight metallic flavor — was unlike the
air elsewhere. It was then that my commitment towards working for a toxicfree community was born.As many
struggled to make ends meet and lived
on the brink of homelessness, including
my family, I wanted to change that and
advocate for better wages. I constantly
sought for ways to be involved in my
community and make a difference.
During the same time, I was also in
the process of evolving into my queer
identity and questioning what that

The Mediterranean’s Jazz and Supper Club alway
bring great entertainment

and Toni Atkins, gave me the confidence
and support to succeed. Their struggles
and political battles are what made it
possible for a queer Chicana like me to
now serve on the San Diego City
Council.
And just like they opened the door
for many in our LGBTQ community, I
want to also send a strong message to
my queer, Latinx community, that they
too can serve in public office.
It is uniquely rewarding to have the
opportunity to champion both my identity as a Chicana and my identity as a
queer woman. As I look back at the history and struggle for real inclusion, I
understand that I would not be in this
role if it was not for the sacrifices both
the Latinx and LGBTQ communities
have endured.
Let’s celebrate how far we have come
and continue to work for an intersectional liberation for future generations of
all identities.
Gómez represents District 9 on the
San Diego City Council. She was elected
to the Council in November of 2016.

For advertising opportunities contact:
BLACKROSE
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-ARCUS 'ARVEY  !MY *ACQUES
'ARVEY #ELEBRATION (ITS
7ORLD"EAT #ULTURAL #ENTER
by Jieun Kim

WorldBeat Cultural
Center presents Marcus
Garvey & Amy Jacques
Garvey Day. This year
will be a two day event
with the first day
featuring a festival and
the second a speaker
forum. The festival will
be held on August 18,
2018 at WorldBeat
Cultural Center, 2100
Park Blvd, San Diego.
This year’s festival will
be joined by reggae
artists including Hempress Sativa,
Lestarfari Band, Nyabinghi Priest, Prof-I,
Rob Symeonn, Empress Akua, Purpleman

and DJ Lulu. The speaker
forum will be held on
August 19th and this year's
speakers include Jah B of the
DARC Foundation,
Nyabinghi Priest, Prof-I and
more.
The man we’re going to
celebrate, Marcus Mosiah
Garvey, was a leader of a
mass movement called PanAfricanism and he founded
the Universal Negro
Improvement Association
and African Communities
League (UNIA-ACL). He was
dedicated to racial pride,
economic self-sufficiency, and the
formation of an independent Black nation
in Africa.

His wife, Amy Jacques Garvey (31
December 1895 - 25 July 1973), was a
journalist and activist in her own right.
She was one of the pioneering Black
women journalists and publishers of the
20th century. She served as the editor of
the woman’s page column, “Our Women
and What They Think,” in the Negro
World, the UNIA’s weekly newspaper
published in New York. Her editorials
demonstrated her commitment to PanAfricanism and her belief that Black
women should be active in their
communities even to the point of sacrifice
of self. After Garvey was sent to prison on
charges of mail fraud in connection with
the Black Star Line, Jacques acted as his
personal representative, rallying to his
defense, making speeches to the branches
of UNIA and even using the two
publications to raise funds for his legal
defense.
After Garvey’s death in 1940, Jacques
continued the struggle for black
nationalism and African independence. In
1944 she wrote “A Memorandum
Correlative of Africa, West Indies and the

Americas,” which she used to convince
U.N. representatives to adopt an African
Freedom Charter. In November 1963,
Garvey visited Nigeria as a guest of Dr.
Nnamdi Azikiwe, who was being installed
as that nation's first Governor-General.
She published her own book, Garvey and
Garveyism, in 1963, as well as a booklet,
Black Power in America: The Power of the
Human Spirit, in 1968. She also assisted
John Henrik Clarke in editing Marcus
Garvey and the Vision of Africa (1974).
She wrote her opinion in “Women as
Leaders,” from The Negro World (October
25, 1925).
“Africa must be for Africans, and
Negroes everywhere must be
independent, God being our guide. Mr.
Black man, watch your step! Ethiopia's
queens will reign again, and her Amazons
protect her shores and people. Strengthen
your shaking knees, and move forward,
or we will displace you and lead on to
victory and to glory.” -Amy Jacques
Garvey
The event runs from 3:00PM to
10:30PM and admission is $15.
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WorldBeat Cultural Center and Diva
Dance Studios have been blessed and
grateful for working together for 6 years
on our annual Summer Camp. Summer
Camp is the coming together of children
of all ethnicities coming together to
share culture, arts, performing arts,
birding and Citizen Science. These past 2
weeks the children have learned to time
outdoors birding in our Ethnobotany
Peace Garden learning about monarchs,

composting, plants that heal and being
still with nature. They’ve also learned
African Drumming, improv theater
singing, dancing and they also learned
about Nelson Mandela through their art
workshop. A very big thank you to all
our teachers and assist , Pablo, Makeda,
and María Cruz so far. Today they
practiced for their theater performance,
looking forward to their “Moana”
presentation on Friday.

CELEBRATING THE BIRTH OF MARCUS GARVEY
by Jien Kim

WorldBeat Cultural
Center presents Marcus
Garvey & Amy Jacques
Garvey Day. This year will
be a two day
event with
the first day featuring a
festival and the second a
speaker forum. The festival
will be held on August 18,
2018 at WorldBeat Cultural
Center, 2100 Park Blvd, San
Diego. This year’s festival will
be joined by reggae artists
including Hempress Sativa,
Lestarfari Band, Nyabinghi
Priest, Prof-I, Rob Symeonn,
Empress Akua, Purpleman
and DJ Lulu. The speaker
forum will be held on August
19th and this
year's speakers
include Jah B of
the DARC
Foundation,
Nyabinghi
Priest, Prof-I
and more.
“If you
haven't
confidence in
self, you are
twice defeated

in the race of life. With confidence, you
have won even before you have started.” Marcus Garvey
Marcus Mosiah Garvey was a great
leader of the largest organized mass
movement in black history. He founded
the Universal Negro
Improvement
Association(U.N.I.A.) and
led the pan-American
movement in support of
the pride and awareness
of African diaspora who
were scattered all over
the place. He was
dedicated to racial pride,
economic self-sufficiency,
and the formation of an
independent Black nation
in Africa. Garvey has had
a great influence on
many people as well as
Malcolm X and Martin
Luther King. In 2012 the Jamaica
government
declared
August 17 as
Marcus
Garvey Day.
"Many
reggae artists
speak of the
Back to
Africa
Movement
throughout

their songs, some specifically talk about Marcus
Garvey and others only focus on Africa. Marcus
Garvey had an enormous affect on many reggae
musicians and showed many black people that they
have the strength to express their feelings and
spread consciousness to a wide range of listeners.

Marcus Garvey is displayed as a prophet in the eyes
of many reggae musicians. Although Marcus Garvey
has passed away, his spirit will live on through the
many reggae artists that are expressing the
importance of his movement." - Meredith Parmett
Join us this Summer for Marcus Garvey Day!

San Diego Comic-Con is July 19-22 at the
San Diego Convention Center

Summer Camp Director,
Miss Monie
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ASSOCIATION OF AMERICAN INDIAN PHYSICIANS: AAIP.org

“to pursue excellence in Native American health care by promoting education in the medical disciplines, honoring traditional healing principles and restoring the balance of mind, body, and spirit”

Association of American Indian Physicians (AAIP) Convene Summit in DC
with Leaders in Health Care to Discuss Inadequate MD Workforce
Indians in this country and United Health
Care was going to invest in it! AAIP has
As I peer through of the windows of
been working on this mission for over 40
National Museum of American Indian
years but never has a health plan agreed
Museum on June 28, 2018, I see the
to help us. We were besides ourselves
reflections of the AAIP members who
that we would have the opportunity to
convened this group to examine why
bring together the best minds and prothere so few AI/AN physicians available to grams in the nation to discuss this very
our communities. AI/AN are made up of
important problem.
567 tribes yet we have only 3000 selfMost of us in the organization are a
identified AI/AN physicians. I begin to
direct result of the AAIP programs and
recall my own experience in
mentoring that initially started in the
undergrad/pre-med, medical school, resi1970’s by one of its original founders Dr.
dency and fellowship training which I
Everett Rhoades (Past IHS Director)
began in 1981 and finally completed in
whose daughter Dr. Dorothy Rhoades
1997. Like most of us I left my communi- acts as Secretary for the board. As a matty for 15 years and moved over 12 times
ter of fact many American Indian physifinally returning in
cians have
1997 to a position
contributed to
at UC-Irvine.
the increase
Interestingly the
of any physinumber of applicians by
cants and acceptimpacting
ances hasn’t
their children
changed much
and relatives
since I applied in
in their own
1986. As I review
families
the data presented
including the
by Dr. David Acosta
Ignace Family,
from the AAMC
The Two(2017-2018, 89
Hawk Family
AI/AN applied and
and many
47 accepted as comothers. More
pared to 2014-2015
than 3 IHS
when 117 applied
directors
and 61 were acceptincluding Drs.
ed) I begin to conYvette
template the potenRoubideaux,
tial findings.
Michael
The Summit was Ron Shaw MD AAIP President, David Acosta MD
Trujillo,
as a result of a dis- AAMC Leader Tom Anderson, New AAIP Executive
Everett
cussion between Dr. Director sign MOU to address AI/AN Physician work- Rhoades have
force deficiencies.
Ron Shaw AAIP
all been AAIP
President and repremembers and
sentatives from United Health Care who
numerous AAIP members have worked in
met on a Oklahoma stormy day at the
Indian Health Service funded programs as
restaurant owned by the famous Pioneer
well as University-based programs helpwomen. They decided that a major dising to combat diseases such as diabetes
cussion needed to take place to “move the and cardiovascular disease at the State,
needle of healthcare” for American
National and community level. Back to
by Laura A. Williams, MD, MPH

BLUE MOUNTAIN TRIBE
“ALL OUR RELATIONS”
CD & Downloads at www.bluemountaintribe.com
Downloads also available on iTunes
Follow us on Facebook, Twitter, and Google Plus
© All Rights Reserved,
bluemountaintribe@hotmail.com

UHC and AAIP Board Summit June 2018 NMAI.

Director, Urban Indian Clinic Tulsa, OK).
our exciting summit report.
There were three panels that presented After the panel discussions the group was
separated into focus groups led by Paul
at the summit . The first panel included
Campbell (UHC) to discuss a variety of
Drs. David Acosta (AAMC) and Don
obstacles to developing more AI/AN
Warne from Indians into Medicine’s
(INMED) newly appointed
director as well as Cindy Garcia
MHA from the Four Corners
area and Dr. Kayse Shrum from
American Association of colleges of osteopathic medicine
and OSU. The second panel
was made up of students at different levels including a incoming Native American college
student Mollie Harvey, Darcie
Pingree (a pre-health professional) and third year medical
student from the Association of
Native American medical student(ANAMS) member Jennifer
Meylor.
The third panel was made
up of Indian Health Service
Dr. Ron Shaw, AAIP President and Dr. Paul Jung, IHS
(IHS) Chief Medical Officer
Scholarship Program discuss summit findings.
Drs. Michael Toedt, Paul Jung
MD, IHS scholarship program,
healthcare professionals. There were parTy Reidhead MD (AAIP Member and
ticipants from over 20 organizations
CMO IHS-Phoenix Area), Ron Shaw
(AAIP President and Osage Nation CEO),
as well as Carmelita Skeeter (Executive
SEE AAIP page 12

WEALTH BUILDERS NETWORK
is truly about helping people to be Educated of
how to Acquire TRUE WEALTH, Free Silver, Gold
Platinum Coins, and Digital E-Currency!

Go to:
tIUUQXXXXCOFTCJ[
tIUUQXCOFTGVFMDPJOTXFFCMZDPN
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ASSOCIATION OF AMERICAN INDIAN PHYSICIANS: AAIP.org

“to pursue excellence in Native American health care by promoting education in the medical disciplines, honoring traditional healing principles and restoring the balance of mind, body, and spirit”

Victoria M. Stevens, M.D. –
AAIP Physician of the Year
Daughter
of a ranching
family, Dr.
Stevens grew
up in central
Arizona,
home of the
San Carlos
Apaches. She
is a member
of the San
Carlos
Apache Tribe, and despite choosing a
career in orthopaedic surgery, has
remained in the place she was born. Now
retired from private practice, she is vicechairman of the board of directors of the
San Carlos Apache Healthcare
Corporation, working to guide the delivery of patient care at the nearly new P.L.
638 Hospital her tribe has established.
Hands-on patient care and advocacy
have been her interest since choosing a
career in medicine. After graduating from
Escuela Nacional Normal in Alcorta,
Argentina and Globe High School in
Globe, Arizona, Dr. Stevens (Vikki) began
as a premed student at the University of
Arizona in Tucson. This made it easy to
travel home many weekends to work at
the ranch with her father, who was manager of the San Carlos Apache Tribal

Registered Herd of Hereford cattle. She
stayed close to her extended family in
San Carlos. This closeness gave her
strength; she credits her family connections and attachment to the Apache
homelands as a continuing source of
power in her personal and professional
life.
It was apparent that a premed course
was not her cup of tea already in freshman year, which was made busier by
duties for the Tucson Chamber of
Commerce as Tucson Rodeo Queen. A
love of science was developing in her
thinking, however, her original plan to
major in psychology and become a psychiatrist seemed doomed by the nature of
the premed program. (The idea to
become a psychiatrist hatched after her
high school English teacher advised her
that doctors got paid much better than
counselors or psychologists!) Having
enrolled in a liberal arts degree, with a
plan to follow a premedical curriculum,
she had increased exposure to biology
and math, which then changed her original plan. Recruited to Wellesley College
for her sophomore year, she subsequently
missed home so badly she returned to
Tucson (University of Arizona) and
decided to major in microbiology. She
received her Bachelor of Science with
t-JWFTUSFBNJOHXPSMEXJEF
www.palatribe.com or the TuneIn.com
app for i-Phone or Android
t/BUJPOBM/BUJWF/FXT.'BBOEOPPO
t/BUJWF"NFSJDB$BMMJOHMJWFBUB.'
t1BMB5PEBZMPDBMOFXTBOEFWFOUT.'
at noon
t/BUJWFNVTJDCMPDL4BUVSEBZNPSOJOHT

t3F[3BEJP3FHHBFOJHIUMZQ
t0ME5JNF3BEJPTIPXTGSPNUIFT
TBOETOJHIUMZBUNJEOJHIUBOE
Sunday afternoons.
t3F[3BEJPNVTJDNJYPGDMBTTJDSPDL DPVOUSZ TPVM CMVFT
native and reggae 20 hours daily.
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honors, took the MCAT, and applied to
medical school. She applied to only one,
the University of Arizona, because if she
didn’t get in, she was planning to do
something else that didn’t involve leaving
home. When she graduated, she received
the Robie Award, given to an outstanding
senior woman, for her cumulative GPA
and campus activities that included
Indian student affairs.
MedStart was crucial in Vikki’s preparation for entry into medical school. It
was an invaluable opportunity to see the
institution from the inside before the
classes began in the late summer of 1973.
For the next three years, home was
sometimes only a distant thought, despite
being in Tucson, because of the work
load. Unsure still that medicine would
fulfill the need to be involved with helping humanity, Vikki went to the Dean’s
office after her first year, before clinicals
began, and quit. He told her to go home
and think it over. Returning to the ranch
and working with her parents, who did
not pressure her, she decided she should
give clinicals a try, and returned to school
for the second rotation. She was placed
in neurosurgery, and her lifelong love of
surgery was born.
Upon earning her M.D., she participated in “the match” and chose what was
then called Maricopa Medical Center in
Phoenix for a flexible general surgery
internship. Her program chief allowed
her to leave for a month to travel to
China that year as part of a women’s delegation to the newly opened country.

Seeing an appendectomy performed
under acupuncture anesthesia, with the
patient fully awake and the appendix in a
retrocecal position, was transformative
for Vikki. The patient put on his robe
and walked to his bed! The knowledge
that there is far more to healing than
Western medicine knows is now widespread. Advocating for use of traditional
healing in hospital settings is one of Dr.
Stevens’ ongoing goals.
Another transformative experience was
joining the Commissioned Corps in the
Indian Health Service after finishing
internship. Vikki was allowed to choose
San Carlos Service Unit and was delighted to move home and get to work. After
a few weeks on the job, the SUD
approached her and asked if she knew
she was AWOL. What?? Apparently the
IHS had lost track of her, and though she
was working every day, she had not been
processed through the system, and had to
report for duty and a physical exam and
paperwork in Phoenix before continuing
patient care. Although it was personally
heart-wrenching, Vikki made the decision to leave and return to residency after
fulfilling 2 years of scholarship obligation. Dr. Herbert Louis, Chief of the
Phoenix Integrated Orthopedic
Residency, had promised Vikki a spot if
she ever made the decision to return to a
career in surgery. Shortly after her time in
the IHS, Vikki thought that orthopedic
surgery was a far better fit for her.
SEE Victoria Stevens, page 12
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ASSOCIATION OF AMERICAN INDIAN PHYSICIANS: AAIP.org

“to pursue excellence in Native American health care by promoting education in the medical disciplines, honoring traditional healing principles and restoring the balance of mind, body, and spirit”

Diabetes Info
Did You Know?
t%JBCFUFTDBOTIPSUFOZPVSMJGFTQBO
by 15 years for American Indians and
Alaska Natives (Source: IHS)
t'SPNUISPVHI UIFOVN
ber of adults in the United States aged
18-79 with newly diagnosed diabetes
more than tripled from 493,000 in 1980
to more than 1.8 million in 2009.
(Source: CDC)
t"CPVUPG"NFSJDBO*OEJBOT
and Alaska Natives ages 20 years and
older who are served by the Indian

Health Service have diagnosed diabetes
(Source: NDEP)
t%VSJOHUIFOFYUZFBST UIFOVN
ber of Americans with diagnosed and
undiagnosed diabetes could nearly double, from approximately 23.7 million
today to 44.1 million in 2034 (Source:
AMA – American Medical News)
t5PUBMIFBMUIDBSFBOESFMBUFEDPTUT
for the treatment of diabetes run about
$174 billion annually. Of this total,
direct medical costs (e.g., hospitalizations, medical care, treatment supplies)
account for about $116 billion. (Source:
NDEP)
Diabetes Is Preventable!

The National Program to Eliminate
Diabetes-Related Health Disparities in
Vulnerable Populations
AAIP worked with three American
Indian communities in medically underserved neighborhoods to develop system-based approaches to reduce risk
factors associated with diabetes complications. The project was titled “National
Program to Eliminate Diabetes-Related
Health Disparities in Vulnerable
Populations” and funded by the Centers
for Disease Control and Prevention
(CDC).
AAIP partnered with community-

based coalitions to effectively plan,
develop, implement, and evaluate evidence-based and culturally appropriate
strategies. Below is a video of the
United Houma Nation sharing their
experience with this project. Also, you
will find a copy of “Community Drive
Change: Growing Healthier Lifestyles By
Cultivating Partnerships”. This document summarizes the work we were
able to accomplish during this five-year
program.

AAIP

Physicians i.e. 3000 in the Nation for 5.5
million AI/AN’s in the U.S..
The summit certainly enlightened the
over 50 leaders present and discovered a
variety of solutions to deal with the problems including: 1) serious advocacy
efforts to increase IHS Scholarship funding backed by major forces in healthcare
including United Health, AAMC and
AARP, 2) collaboration with Indian educators to increase science exposure and
preparation; 3) producing large scale
media and cinema projects that educate
the public about the need for American
Indians in healthcare and, 3)recruiting
funds from gaming tribes and asking for
State set-a-sides from gaming taxes to
provide funds for the education of AI/AN
Health professionals.
In summary AAIP delved into a complex subject but this time we have partnered with major players who are committed to bringing our issues to the
mainstream. At the conclusion of the
summit AAIP signed a MOU with AAMC
for the first time in history committing to
a partnership to continually advocate to
increase the number of AI/AN physicians.

Continued from page 10

including Michael Bird from AARP, Dr.
Mary Owen (AAIP member) from the
Center of American Indian and minority
health at The University of Minnesota
and leaders from OSU Osteopathic
School.
The main conclusion was the lack of
financial support to attend college and
medical school and the specifically the
lack of enough funds to the Indian Health
Service Scholarship(only $13 Million)to
fund all the pre-health and health professional students who applied to the program for funding. Less than 40 percent
of applicants who were successfully
accepted to health professional schools
were provided funding due to the lack of
enough government investment in the
program.
In addition the lack of parental and
family support to attend college and professional school for a variety of reasons
including disabling illnesses in the family,
lack of a strong scientific education K-12,
lack of understanding by Universities of
the special socio-cultural needs of AI/AN
students, and lack of visibility of the
problem at hand - Very few Indian

Health Effects from Burn Pit Smoke
Toxins in burn pit smoke may affect
the skin, eyes, respiratory and cardiovascular systems, gastrointestinal tract and
internal organs.
Veterans who were closer to burn pit
smoke or exposed for longer periods may
be at greater risk. Health effects depend
on a number of other factors, such as the
kind of waste being burned and wind
direction.
Most of the irritation is temporary and
resolves once the exposure is gone. This
includes eye irritation and burning,
coughing and throat irritation, breathing
difficulties, and skin itching and rashes.
The high level of fine dust and pollution common in Iraq and Afghanistan
may pose a greater danger for respiratory
illnesses than exposure to burn pits,
according to a 2011 Institute of Medicine
report.
Type of Waste Burned
Waste products in burn pits include,

but are not limited to: chemicals, paint,
medical and human waste, metal/aluminum cans, munitions and other unexploded ordnance, petroleum and lubricant products, plastics, rubber, wood,
and discarded food.
Burning waste in open air pits can
cause more pollution than controlled
burning, such as in an incinerator.
Health concerns?
If you are concerned about your exposure to burn pits, talk to your health care
provider or contact your local VA
Environmental Health Coordinator to
help you get more information from a
health care provider.
VA health care is available to all combat Veterans for conditions possibly related to service for five years after discharge. Not enrolled in the VA health
care system? Apply online.

Diabetes Complications
Heart Disease
There’s a big link between diabetes,
heart disease, and stroke. In fact, two
out of three people with diabetes die
from heart disease or stroke, also called
cardiovascular disease. Clogged blood
vessels can lead to heart attack, stroke,
and other problems. But there are treatments for heart disease, stroke, and
blood vessel disease.
Kidney Failure
When our bodies digest the protein
we eat, the process creates waste products. In the kidneys, millions of tiny
blood vessels with even tinier holes in
them, act as filters. Useful substances,
such as protein and red blood cells, are
too big to pass through the holes in the

Victoria Stevens
Continued from page 11

Over the ensuing years, Dr. Stevens
set up a private practice in orthopedic
surgery in Globe, Arizona with her partner Dr. Jody Daggett, achieving a goal
her mentor in medical school had said
was improbable, if not impossible (i.e.
the delivery of specialty care in rural
Arizona). She and Jody married before
finishing residency together, and both
wanted to serve patients in rural areas,
the San Carlos Apache Reservation in
particular. Dr. Louis said in his farewell
letter that “patients in eastern Arizona
will now have more access to excellent
care,” and that has been a driving moti-

filter and stay in the blood. Diabetes can
damage this system. High levels of
blood sugar make the kidneys filter too
much blood. All this extra work is hard
on the filters. Diabetic kidney disease
can be prevented by keeping blood
sugar in your target range.
Loss of Vision
You may have heard that diabetes
causes eye problems and may lead to
blindness. People with diabetes do have
a higher risk of blindness than people
without diabetes. But most people who
have diabetes have nothing more than
minor eye disorders. With regular
checkups, you can keep minor problems
minor. And if you do develop a major
problem, there are treatments that often
work well if you begin them right away.

vation through all the years of challenge
and change.
All of Dr. Stevens’ activities in the professional sphere have been for the purpose of furthering delivery of care to
underserved populations. Through committee and task force work with the AMA
and AAOS, by coaching and mentoring
students, by testifying at the Arizona
State Legislature, by giving time to hospital medical staff and board activities,
Vikki has fulfilled her vision of improving lives of people, her Apache own, and
others. Having two sons, taking care of
her parents, maintaining a home and
hobbies, international and local travel,
have all been part of the process that
continues to challenge and intrigue.
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Indian Voices Office Gets Facelift

From Chase Iron Eyes

The corner of
S.35th and Durant St.
sits a modest single
dwelling house in the
heart of the 9th district
represented by councilwoman Georgette
Gomez.
In a community
inspired effort the
office of the
Councilwoman, Clovis

We are all sharing our concern and
support of Red Fawn Fallis because all
North Dakota outlets & mainstream
media post photos and unbecoming
story of Red Fawn’s courage and dignity.
Red Fawn was just sentenced to 57
months in federal prison. She is a Political
Prisoner for her stance against the corporate financial extractive complex.

the urban jungle surrounding
the INDIAN VOICES
home/office into a landscaped garden, making the
community and all involved
very happy and looking forward to the future of District
9 beautification.

Honore of Grid Alternatives
and Pastor Ray L. Smith of
Connecting Hope have
joined forces to clean up
Council District 9. Happily
INDIAN VOICES has been
on the receiving end of this
campaign. Pastor Smith and
a cadre of his Youth spent
the afternoon transforming

Robots in Las Vegas
Continued from page 4

AI – in Las Vegas and elsewhere – will
do the same thing today. In shedding

jobs, smart robots and other advanced
technologies can also improve our quality of life – and our economy. You can bet
on it.
Allan Golombek is a Senior Director
at the White House Writers Group.

Lockhart & Associates
Office (702) 735-1181
Msg. (702) 624-9502

Lakota People’s
Law Project
Lakota People’s Law Project legal team
has officially issued subpoenas for the
Dakota Access pipeline corporation,
Energy Transfer Partners, and security
firm TigerSwan. #NoDAPL
Help spread the word! Share this
video and make sure to follow Lakota
People’s Law Project on Facebook,
Twitter, and Instagram.

Wiksuyapo. WE WILL REMEMBER. We
will be with you while you pay the price
for us to talk the talk out here. Lila wopila. Thank you for walking with courage.
#FreeRedFawn #StillNoDAPL. Stay up by
following
@freeredfawn
https://www.facebook.com/FreeRedFawn/

Every Tuesday
BORDER ANGELS
offer free immigration
ATTORNEY SERVICES
at our
Border Angels office
6:00 to 7:30pm
2258 Island Ave
San Diego CA
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The Mines Eye
“life is constant change and a
Kaleidoscope reflects the beauty of
change within every turn.” – Maxx Moses
The inspiration for Maxx Moses
upcoming installation is inspired by a
Kaleidoscope. As a child and throughout my adult life I’ve always been fascinated with Kaleidoscopes, the colors the
movement and constant change are very
symbolic to me. When you look through
a Kaleidoscope your imagination
expands and curiosity is awakened. As
an Artist I’m always fascinated with the
relationship between art and life and

Ralph Page Passes On
Ralph Paige, a nationally prominent
advocate for black farmers who fought to
save their land and to win them financial
compensation for what they contended
were years of government discrimination,
died on June 28 in Atlanta. He was 74.
The cause was congestive heart failure,
said Cornelius Blanding, executive director
of the Federation of Southern
Cooperatives/Land Assistance Fund, an
advocacy organization for African-American
farmers that grew out of the civil rights
movement and that Mr. Paige led for 30
years, beginning in 1985.
In that leadership role he helped organize black farmers and others in the
Southeast into economic cooperatives, educated them on how best to retain their land

*OEJBO7PJDFTt+VMZ

how one inspires the other. life reflects
constant change and a Kaleidoscope
reflects the beauty of change within
every turn of the scope.
My goal is to create a Large out door
Kaleidoscope. This interactive installation will be created in collaboration with
the Urban Collaborative Project, The San
Diego Foundation “Creative Catalyst
Grant”, with students from Kearny Mesa
and Morse High School. The project
titled The Mines Eye, will be installed in
South east San Diego and will function
as a playful reminder that our lives too,
are beautiful at every turn reflecting all
aspects of our individual experiences
(the good the bad and the ugly) into a
scope of every changing beauty.
and became their spokesman.
The life of a family farmer is never easy:
Financial insecurity is the norm, smaller
farms have to compete with deep-pocketed
agribusiness giants, and months of toil can
be wiped away by a crop blight or a freak
weather event.
Moreover, many black farmers say racial
discrimination makes it more difficult for
them to maintain ownership of land and
receive financial support from local institutions as well as the Department of
Agriculture. The ranks of black farmers
dwindled in the 20th century.
The federation sees cooperatives, in
which farms join together to act as a single,
stronger economic entity, as an effective
way for black farms to compete as self-sufficient businesses with little need for help
from outside institutions, which can be
biased or even predatory.

CREEK FREEDMEN
DESCENDANTS SOUGHT
Muscogee Creek Indian Freedmen Band
is seeking the descendants of Creek
citizens placed on the
Creek Freedmen Roll from 1896 to 1915.

If your ancestors were on this roll,
write P.O. Box 6366,
Moore, OK 73153
for eligibility information.

Attention Seniors - Housing Opportunity
Low income senior apartment complex in National City, CA is taking applications for the waiting list for one bedroom apartments. To qualify, applicant must
be 62 years of age or older (in the case of couples, at least one must be 62).

5PSFDFJWFBOBQQMJDBUJPO QMFBTFWJTJUPSDPOUBDU
Morgan Tower
i%w"WFOVF /BUJPOBM$JUZ $"

Placement on the waiting list will be based on the date and time
the fully completed application is received.
EQUAL HOUSING OPPORTUNITY

Las Vegas Black Image
Kimberly Bailey
4VQQPSUPVS.FEJB4JTUFS
2412 Santa Clara Drive
Las Vegas, NV 89104

For advertising opportunities contact: BLACKROSE COMMUNICATIONS
&NBJMSEBWJT!BPMDPNt8FCTJUFXXX*OEJBO7PJDFTOFU (619) 534-2435

Saturday,
September 22, 2018
14TH ANNUAL “STRUT FOR
SOBRIETY!” boutique, luncheon, awards ceremony and fashion show to be held by A New
PATH (Parents for Addiction
Treatment & Healing) at the
Hyatt Aventine La Jolla. The
event celebrates recovery from
drug addiction. Fashion show
produced by Gretchen
Productions.
'PSJOGP
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Imperial Beach Pow Wow by the Sea

(%!,).' 4(%2!0)%3
7E ARE A HOLISTIC HEALTH CENTER SPECIALIZING IN EDUCATING YOU
ON THE BENEFITS OF GOOD NUTRITION AND HEALTHY LIVING
)T IS OUR GOAL TO WORK WITH YOU TO INSURE THAT YOU ARE ON A PATH
TO A HEALTHIER AND HAPPIER LIFE
'ARY 2ICHER "3 WITH OVER  YEARS OF EXPERIENCE IN
h,IVE #ELL !NALYSIS AND )RIDOLOGYv
 -522!9 $2 ,! -%3! #! 

  

Authentic California Native American
Artifacts and Custom Jewelry
Contact for more information

619-419-4620

Adam A. Rodriguez
Juaneno Band of Mission Indians
abelrodriguez93@yahoo.com

WE DON’T HAVE GOVERNMENT
BY THE MAJORITY, WE HAVE
GOVERNMENT BY THE MAJORITY
WHO PARTICIPATE
★ Keep Calm and Get Out the Vote ★
★ It’s Your Country ... Vote ★
★ Stand Up Be Counted ★
★ Use Your Head ... Vote ★
★ Our Vote Your Voice ★
★ It’s in Your Hands ★
★ United We Vote ★
★Come Together ★
3!. $)%'/ "!0!# HOST A VARIETY
OF COMMUNITY EVENTS /UR MONTHLY
MEMBERSHIP MEETING IS HELD EVERY
RD 3ATURDAY FROM NOON TO  PM
-EETINGS ARE OPEN TO ANYONE
INTERESTED IN WORKING WITH US AND ARE AT THE
.EIGHBORHOOD (OUSE  3 ST 3T
3AN $IEGO #! 
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$ESTINY 3IX
&INANCIAL 3ERVICES

San Luis Rey
Bakery & Restaurant
Great prices, great
food, walking distance
to San Luis Rey
Mission

Mexican Pastry and Cakes
Great Breakfast
Amazing Food With a
Sweet Treat

 &EDERAL "LVD
,EMON 'ROVE #! 

/FFICE   
#ELL   
E&AX   
%MAIL DESTINYSIXFINANCIAL GMAILCOM
7EBSITE WWWDESTINYSIXFINANCIALCOM
NMKL#326258 BRE#1271639

490 N El Camino Real
Oceanside, CA 92058

Hours:
Mon: 9am-5pm
Tue: 6:30am-8pm
Wed: 6:30am-8pm

Thu: 6:30am-8pm
Fri: 6:30am-8pm
Sat: 6:30am-8pm
Sun: 6:30am-8pm

